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What is a Switchlist: The details
Printing the switchlist (train consist) is what this is all about. The switchlist used in ProTrak is identical to those used on the full size railroads. The reason is simple: the switchlist is the simplest way of communicating all the necessary information to the train crew. All the information on the switchlist is used, even in model railroad operations.
The switchlist is the piece of paper that identifies the train:
·  what its routing is;
·  who are the persons in charge (the conductor and engineer);
·  what restrictive orders exist; and,
·  what equipment has been assigned.
At the bottom of the switchlist there will be summary data such as:
·  how many empty and/or loaded cars, and
·  the total length and total weight of the train.
As well there might be a speed limit, tractive effort comparisons or other special handling measures stated.
The switchlist describes what cars are in a train:
·  the order that those cars are in;
·  if a particular car is to picked up;
·  where that car can be found; and,
·  where each car is going.
Other information found on a switchlist for each car might be:
·  the car type (Kind, or KND);
·  length (Lgth),
·  whether it is empty or loaded (E/L),
·  the consignee and/or shipper by name and siding number (SPOT),
·  the gross weight of the car in tons (Tons),
·  the commodity carried, and
·  any special handling (HDG) that is required or prohibitions.
Each car may be listed on more than one line, depending on required actions such as: Weigh Now; Do Not Hump, or Dangerous Empty.
The order the cars are in is important for several reasons:
·  blocking by destination
·  train dynamics
·  possible car to car load interactions.
Blocking for train dynamics is typically overlooked but may be more important on a model railroad than on the prototype, because our model curves are sharper and cars do not roll as readily.
How to use the switchlist details
1. Use the train symbol and date to tell the dispatcher who you are.
2. Use the routing information to locate where you are going, where you will do work, and where you will pick up your next switchlist.
3. Use the equipment information to identify your train and set your DCC controls. Make sure all the assigned equipment is there.
4. Use the orders and clearance information to know whether you are cleared to occupy main track, and what restrictions you may face.
5. Use the car listing information to identify cars and where you will find them and what you are to do with those cars.
6. Use the car kind (KND) to identify cars, and any related restrictions.
7. Use the car length (LGTH) to identify cars and check clearances at tight curves, or customer’s spurs.
8. Use car empty/load (E/L) to identify blocking issues, especially cars for customers that have been blocked out-of-block because of train dynamics or lading restrictions.
9. Use the car plate to check clearances at bridges, tunnels or customers.
10. Use the “block” (B#) to identify car destination.
11. Use the car gross weight (TONS) to identify when your train will start to speed up on cresting a grade.
12. Check the handling information for “light” or heavy cars, or other special handling.
13. The 4 mph warning appears if you are doing any switching, at yards or customers.
14. The “movement on other than main tracks” warning appears if you are doing local switching.
15. Use the train length to know what sidings you can clear at, or which arrival tracks you must use.
16. Use the train weight information to know how your train will handle on grades. If you are using “drive-by-wire” this weight is used in calculating train speed. This weight will give you guidance about how your train will bog down on up grades and speed up on down grades.
17. Use the “average weight per car” and “tons/brake” warnings to indicate how effective your brakes will be. If the tons/brake are too high for a subdivision or the locomotive you may have to set off certain heavy cars, and or double the hill downgrade.
18. Train speed will be limited by “average weight per car”, as per your railroads train handling instructions.
19. Use the tractive effort numbers to indicate whether you need more units in your locomotive to avoid stalling. Insist on more units, unless a helper is assigned.
20. Use the helper location to place the helper within the train according to operating instructions. The helper station warning indicates where on the route a steep grade limits car-in-train stability if a helper is not used. Stringlining of cars likely will occur at some point beyond the indicated location. Insist on a helper, or set off cars to reduce train length and tractive effort.
21. Use the “Pick up next switchlist at” warning to identify where to report and pick up a switchlist, but also as an indicator of where you will/can do a lot of yard work. The train will be re-blocked at these locations.

